The purpose of this announcement is to state a theorem on Tchebycheff quadrature which answers a question posed in [l], and to discuss the proof. Complete details will appear elsewhere.
We are now led to the question raised in [l], namely, is there a T\ distribution whose mass does not lie on a finite interval, or in other words, is Tchebycheff quadrature possible on the infinite interval? Evidence is produced there that this is not so, since it is shown that if a 7\ distribution exists whose mass does not lie on a finite interval, its T set would have very large gaps. THEOREM 
There is a T\ distribution whose mass does not lie on a finite interval.
2. Discussion of proof. Lemmas are stated here but not proved. Comments are added which will indicate how the theorem is proved. DEFINITION 2.1. A simple distribution of degree n is a unit mass distribution consisting of equal masses at n distinct points. 
and
COMMENT 2. From the ^ we can extract a sequence whose limit \}/ is in D. This distribution \[/ and the fa of this lemma satisfy the conditions of Lemma 2.2. The mass of x// is not on a finite interval because of (2.2), and (2.3) leads to (2.1).
COMMENT 3. In constructing the sequence fa we proceed in a stepwise fashion, constructing 1/^+1 from fa in two stages, fa has all its mass on the sets 0i, • • • , 0&. We move some mass from Ok to O^+i, thus creating a mass distribution ip£. We then split each mass of yp£ into a number of equal masses, locating them close to the mass in which they originated. This can be done so that fa+\ is simple and has all its mass on 0i, • • • , 0&+i.
